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Lynn is a kraken shifter in every way: detailed, tenacious, resilient, and hard-working. Also

possessive, vain, arrogant, and demanding. It makes him an excellent agent for the Federal Bureau

of Paranormal Security and Investigationâ€”and impossible to work with, as the long list of partners

who have transferred away from him will attest.His newest partner is a unicorn, possibly the worst

type of paranormal for work that often turns ugly and violent. Everyone knows unicorns are too

delicate for such things. Then Anderson proves to be a unicorn like no other, the kind of partner

Lynn has always wantedâ€”the kind of partner he wishes was more. But if there's one thing he's

learned, it's that the only thing harder to keep than a partner is a lover.
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Megan Derr has officially managed something I never thought would be possible: she took the

concept of tentacle porn and she made it amazing. I shit you not. This book brings together the most

unlikely of pairings, a kraken and a unicorn, and leaves a highly entertaining, action packed bundle

of awesomeness that I was in no way prepared for. Iâ€™m fairly certain I was in love from the



moment Lynn opened his mouth and unleashed his inner, not in any way secret,

snarkiness.Originally released in installments, this book brings together five complete stories and an

epilogue and let me tell you, they were all unbelievably good. Over the course of the stories you get

to see Lynn and Andersonâ€™s relationship develop from their first meeting all the way through to

their happily ever after. In between all of that there are cases, mysteries, angst, kidnappings and

sex. We mustnâ€™t forget the sex. ðŸ˜€ Now, before you break out the case of â€˜tentacle porn,

Eww!â€™ that I know a lot of people have sitting around, hear me out. There isnâ€™t any full on

kraken on unicorn sex, and Lynn is, at most, half way shifted and there are plenty of man bits to go

around. All in all I found the encounters between Lynn and Anderson to be hot and tastefully done.

(If youâ€™ve read tentacle porn before youâ€™ll be able to see a difference here, at least from what

Iâ€™ve seen before.)Aside from the stellar, well developed characters, the stories and the world

building as a whole were excellent. While the main characters are both shifters, the way shifting

works here is completely different than what Iâ€™m used to seeing and I loved how Lynnâ€™s

shifting in particular was so versatile. Lynn does have the ability to not only change shape but

gender which was kind of awesome in my opinion.

Let me just say that the ladies over at the MM Romance Forum seem to have this 'thing' about

tentacle smex. Yup. So when this one was out there was talk and we all know how krackens have

tentacles. What I was curious was if Lynn's face morphed as his body shifted. !Lynn (Kracken) is

this difficult bold well dressed agent for the paranormal unit. He goes thru partners like toilet paper.

He is sarcastic and rude which makes his workplace treat him as a joke. But when his sister Lindsey

steps in it's a different story.Anderson, yeah what's with the name Anderson for a sparkly unicorn

shifter? Sparkleson suits him better as well as the rainbow earrings and shiny colorful shirts. But on

the job he means business and this guy is smart, willing to take on his partner and come out ahead.I

am smiling as I remember all the fun stuff in this book.Sparkles meeting up with an ex. Another ex.

And Lynn is keeping score. 'That makes two that left you on good terms!'Finding the perfect home

but having to take out the pool and put in a pond.Kracken insecurity.The ability for a Lynn to be

male and interchangeable with a Lynn female. Same with Leslie. Leslie is a male and female name.

It makes me wonder about names for those multi sexual tentacle sparkly unicorn kracken offspring.

!!Relatives of Lynn's as well as Anderson and how they're loved, tolerated, and hated.This story

covers a few years as their working partnership changes. Their relationship grows deeper and as

they get more settled, Lynn becomes less snarky. We hear about it but not front and center as in the

beginning. It was fun seeing different segments of their lives, how they handle themselves, and



adjust.
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